
COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

Friends of Woolton Hill Junior School (FWHJS) 

Held online via Zoom                                                                                               13th June 2022 at 8.00 pm 

Attendees: 

Stuart Ashby (Chair), Rachel Chang (Treasurer), Clare McLaughlin (Secretary), Paul Davies (Executive 

Head Teacher); Silvie Hounsome, Aman Kang, Laura Smallwood, Catherine Walters 

Apologies: 

There were none. 

 

1. Collect AOB: 

This was not discussed in the interests of time. 

 

2. Review Outstanding non-Woolfest Actions from Previous Meeting: 

These were not discussed in the interests of time. 

Date.ID Owner Action Status 

17.01/1 SA To organise a disco for the Autumn term.  

17.01/3 SA, RC To update the Charities Trust, the Charities Aid Foundation and 

HMRC with our new bank details. 

 

17.01/4 SA To check what’s happened with the gift aid on the tennis balls. 

No donation as yet, HMRC haven’t processed paperwork from 6 

months ago, so it’s all very slow. 

 

17.01/5 SA To see if the Charities Trust can do a breakdown of the payments 

they make. 

 

17.01/7 SA, PD To ensure the school passes on the new quote for the carpets.   

17.02/1 RC To progress the account switching over to Metro Bank. SA and 

CM need to set up their log ins. 

 

07.02/3 SA, GA To progress with organising the St. Nicholas Coffee Morning on 

8th September 2022. 

 

07.02/5 SH To liaise with SA regarding GDPR contact consent of Givers and 

to email out to them to say thanks.  

 

07.02/7 SA To contact the potential new Matched Funder to enable us to use 

them too. 

 

07.02/10 RC To ask Steve where he would like the trees from Greenham 

Common Trust planted. At the moment all is fine - the trees are 

in a safe place and 4 out of 5 are still alive.  

 

09.05/1 AK To book the next Bag2School.  

09.05/2 SA To progress the Leavers’ Hoodies and photo with JW.   
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Ongoing Status Review Items 

3. Finance Status Update: 

a. Account: Balance, income, expenditure since last meeting (RC):  

This was not discussed in the interests of time. 

 

4. Non-Woolfest Active Fundraising Activities Update: 

This was not discussed in the interests of time. 

 

5. Active Donation Projects Update: 

This was not discussed in the interests of time.  

 

New Activity Planning: 

6. Leavers’ Hoodies and Photo (SA):  

This was not discussed in the interests of time. 

[SA: Prior to this meeting, GazKaz have provided a quote of £17.50/ea. As per last year we propose to go ahead with 

this and donate £9/ea so asking parents to pay £8.50/ea.] 

 

7. Woolfest Financial Position Estimate (RC):  

RC reported our current estimate is for WoolFest 2022 to make approx £3.5k. We expect to match fund 

another £1.7k making a total estimated benefit of approx £5.2k this time.  

 

8. Woolfest Planning (All): 

a. School 

-Action SA: to walk round and do the risk assessment with PD - set a date and then write up. 

-Outside tables - PD is happy for us to use them, but they are not in the Friendship Hut anymore.  

-Inside tables and chairs - PD is happy for us to use them. 

-Action LS & SA: to sort the set up and take down helpers - 14 families have signed up to date. 

-Action PD: to man the Entrance Gate with Catherine Knapp (Deputy Head) and give attendees their 

tickets. 

-Action PD: to ask staff who will come - staff with family need to buy a ticket, staff on their own and 

working don’t pay. 

-Action PD: to ask Steve Chaffe (Caretaker, SC) to be the official key holder.  

-Action PD: to change the keypad code for the night and give it to the Committee.  

-Loud hailer - PD is happy for us to use the schools, which is still in the office. 

-Car park - PD is happy to shut off the top part of the car park.  

-Action PD: to tell staff/parents they can’t park in the top part of the playground.  

-Toilets - PD is happy for them to be delivered on Thursday and collected on Saturday, 4 units, they  will be 

put on the top half of the playground. 
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-Action SA: to lock the toilets to prevent their early use and to put tape around them, and also to 

confirm their collection time. 

-Leap - PD happy for us to use it all day on Friday, and the Hall.  

-Action SA: to put the FWHJS fridge and freezer , and also the Football fridge, in the Leap. 

-Saturday day access - PD happy for us to come on site.  

-Action PD: to check SC is happy with us coming on site on the Saturday and times.  

-Wi-Fi access - PD is happy for us to use it for the card machine payments.  

-Action RC/SA: to check the wi-fi for the card machine payments works early that week and to ensure it 

is set up properly (if help is needed PD can contact Harrop, the school’s IT service).  

-First Aiders - one is SA, LS has two names from the Attendees List, we need one from school.  

-Action SA: to ask for a first aider from school, and to make a rota with telephone numbers, print it out 

and laminate it for table sign, and communicate it to all involved. 

[Subsequent to the meeting the FWHJS fridge and freezer have been relocated to the Leap.]  

b. Stuart 

-Gate security is the Alners, 7-10 pm. 

-Action RC: to liaise with the Alners regarding the Gate Security,  

-Gazebos are assigned as follows: 

 -Entrance Table: CW’s gazebo (CW Action) 

-Bar x 2: 2 x FWHJS gazebos (SA Action) 

-Band (double one): CM’s double one (CM Action) 

-DJ: Pilbrow’s gazebo (will check it this weekend) (RC action) 

-Cafe: Letter’s gazebo (CM Action) 

-Face painting, Giant Jenga, Colouring: Maton’s 8x8 marquee  (RC Action) 

-Toy stall: FWHJS Coleman shelter (SA Action) 

-Silent Auction & First Aid x 2: CM’s gazebo and Manton’s gazebo (CM Action) 

-Spare: FWHJS Coleman shelter (SA Action) 

-Action RC: to ask Chris Pearce if he needs a gazebo and if he does, if he could bring his own.   

-If Chris Pearce is bringing one, the Pilbrows one can be used for the Entrance Table, and CW’s one could  

be used for the Cafe. 

-Action SA: to confirm the wet weather plan, ask PD how many can fit in the Hall and go from there.  

-Action SA: to check toilet supplies; COVID wise put hand gel on the Entrance Gate and Bar.  

-Action SA: to replace the batteries for the Toilets lights. 

-Action SA: to check if school can lend their first aid kit.  

-Action SA: to confirm school are happy for us to use the Leap toilet as the Disabled one. 

-Bins - CW to bring one for the field, large bin in Kiln room to use as well, plus the 8 pop up FWHJS bins 

and 1 bin from Inner Circle. 

-Action CW: to bring her large bin to use for the field.  

-Action SA: to sort the recycling boxes to go next to the bins.  

-Pallets for Running Order sign - RC has two, she will do them if she has time, otherwise the previous red 

and black boards will be used. 

-Action SA: to confirm the Dance Club performance with Kylie (e.g. what it will be, how long and 

location). Check the attendees and cross reference the Attendee List; they could perform after the first  

face painting session - the DJ could play their music. 

-Action SA: to publicise the Running Order on the website. 

-Action SA: to sort out the Cubs for the litter pick on Saturday morning, starting at 9.30 am.  

-Action SA: to locate the doodle/colouring in flags to have next to face painting for children to use while 

waiting. 
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-Action SA: complete bar real ale order and set pricing accordingly. 

[Subsequent to the meeting, best price has been established as £2/pint from Two Cocks Brewery. Bar prices will be 

adjusted accordingly to £3.50/pint and all other bar prices increased by 50p to balance sales. Wine bottle prices wil l 

remain unadjusted.] 

c. Laura 

-The tickets, attendees, helpers and free ticket list (the band should have no free food or drinks) are 

ongoing and going well. 

-The Helpers rota is looking good: 

 -Bar is full with 2/slot (Action LS: to add 3/slot if more helpers come in).  

 -Cafe is full with 2/slot. 

 -Inflatable Hippos is full with 2/slot until 9.30 pm. 

 -Inflatable Slide is full with 1/slot. 

 -Inflatable Basketball is full with 1/slot. 

 -Toy Stall is full with 1/slot. 

-Action SA: to put out a help request to parents for face painting.  

-Action SA: to follow up the set up and down helpers and to write a plan (14 families to date). 

-Hardship families - one is coming to date. 

-The final text out to remind parents about tickets will be sent out tomorrow (14th June).  

-Action LS: to start texting out to attendees on the Monday of that week with confirmation of tickets and 

their helping slot. 

-Action SA: to write the NWN article. 

-No sponsors have unfortunately come forward. 

-Action SA: to confirm ticket details with the Frost family.  

-Action LS: to ask Sarah about laminating signs for us - CW will do a batch if so. 

-To date, 72 tickets have sold (98 in 2019), with 299 total attendees (which will increase to 310; 431 in 2019).  

-Action CM: to bring Giant Jenga for children to play with while waiting for face painting (count the 

number of blocks beforehand). 

 

d. Clare 

-Action CM: to confirm the cancellation policy of Inner Circle with respect to the final balance and to 

update it on the relevant spreadsheet. 

-Action CM: to bring a bike lock for the Hall doors - lock them at 5 pm. 

-Action SA: to meet Jason at 2 pm on the Friday as CM is unavailable.  

-Action CM: to add an extra 3 meals to each option on top of the final numbers before sending final 

numbers to Jason. 

-Action SA: to bring in a bike lock to secure the demo bike from Banjo Cycles.  

-Action CM: to change 72” to 72 cm in the blurb about the Banjo Cycles donation. 

-Action RC: to follow up the donation of a wax burner and melts from Chelci Marsh.  

-Action CM: to What’s App Sonnets Theatre group regarding their donation. 

-Action RC: to follow up with Clodagh about her donation.  

-Action SA: to put out a text to parents saying we have a card reader for the night.  

[-Since the meeting, the following has been confirmed: 

-the Silent Auction will use the display boards that are in the upright (x2) blue cases in the right of the Hall 

cupboard that is in the right hand corner. 

-there are pins in CM’s special box in the Kiln room that can be used for sticking the prize display  slides on 

the display boards. 
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-the doodle/colouring in flags were found in the Kiln room and can be used for the face painting waiting area.  

-there are three books of raffle tickets in CM’s special box in the Kiln room - coloured purple, yellow and blue 

- so fine for the two different inflatables and the face painting.  

-the A4 laminated signs were found in the Kiln room and are now in the office for all to collect their relevant 

ones. 

-Kirsty the school cook is happy with our plans regarding Inner Circle.  

-Oven: turn the ‘oven’ knob to minimum, open the doors, press down both buttons at the bottom - hold the 

right hand one down for 15 seconds and click the left hand one, it should light with a flame at the back, then 

turn the ‘oven’ knob to whatever setting you want, and make sure the doors are securely shut. 

-Hot cupboard: this is the cupboard in front of the hatch. Flick the switch on and then turn the knob to 3.  

-Vent: must be on, turn the handle to on, then press the green button above the handle. This is on the right 

wand wall as you look at the door to the car park. 

-Bins: the big bins (x2) with orange lids are recycling - they do not take glass. The big bins (x2) with black 

lids are general waste. The little bin is the food waste bin and only food waste should go in that. It takes clear 

bags, which Kirsty will leave us some spare for. 

-Action CM & SA: to ensure the above is documented in the overall spreadsheet and relevant bits 

have been shown to Jason on the Friday at 2 pm.] 

 

e. Rachel 

-Platinum Bars - no charge, will donate to FWHJS from their profits, spirit bar, 4/4.30 pm to set up, location 

tbc (maybe move face painting and put Platinum under the trees facing band), and they are bringing their 

horse trailer to serve from. 

-There is no Human Fruit Machine this time. 

-Chris Peacre DJ - this is all ok and all done. 

-Face Painting - ordered supplies, we have one parent helper per 30 minute slot (4 people in total; ideally 

we need 2 per slot); could give children ticket stubs and work off a certain number within a 30 minute slot. 

-Action RC: to decide how the raffle ticket stubs will work. 

-Action CM: to get laminated A4 signs out of Kiln room and give to all, and check for raffle tickets.  

-Action ALL: State what you need regarding floats and your stall to RC to then prepare in time.  

-Silent Auction bids close 9.30 pm, winners announced 9.45 -10 pm, Bar shuts 10 pm, 10 pm get card 

machine from Bar and use for Silent Auction so winners can pay for their prizes.  

-Action RC: to ensure the card machine is set up with schools wi-fi. 

 

f. Catherine 

-Everything has been ordered, paid for, bar one package delivered, and has child approval. 

-Drafted price list, which Committee approved. 

-Action CW: to decrease the cost of Hair garlands, and try to make a couple of items 50p.  

-Action CW: to check the Kiln room for what is left (there are some soft tombola toys and the blue crates 

have the items in). 

-Keep surplus stock under the table to make it easy on the night. 

 

g. Silvie 

-No free donations from companies have been made. 

-Action SH: to buy the items in due course - SH knows what to buy, the prices are ok, no need to show 

Committee beforehand. 
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-SH is ordering based on 2019 figures, but numbers have decreased this time, but it was agreed to keep the 

buying quantities the same as items did sell out last time.  

-Action SA: to move the freezer and fridge into Leap and plug in ready for SH to put lollies in on Friday 

24th June. 

-Action RC: to collect Steve’s bike on the Thursday, chill it all day Friday, and liaise with SW about it. 

-Ice has been ordered by SA. 

-Action SH: to confirm what signs need laminating by CW at school.  

 

h. Aman 

-Action AK: to find out when the balance is due - it should be 2 weeks before the date, so Friday 17th 

June. 

-Inflatables booked are as follows: 

-Giant slide: free, has 1 helper per timeslot. 

-Human hippos (4 people): 50 p per person for 3 minutes (time them and say go), has 2 helpers per 

slot. 

-Inflatable basketball: £1 for 3 balls, has 1 helper per time slot. 

-Pay for them at Toy Stall and get given a raffle ticket, which must be given to the inflatable helper before 

riding. 

-Action AK: to ask for their PAT certificate (the other important documents, e.g. Insurance, are done).  

-Action AK: to complete the expenses spreadsheet, with costs, cancellation policy, etc. 

-They are going to be delivered on Friday at 4.45 pm, and collected at 9.30 am on Saturday.  

-Action AK: give them SA’s name and number for contact person for delivery and collection.  

-Their locations were agreed. 

-Three generators have been booked from Newbury Tools (as well as the lighting as per 2019).  

-Action AK/SA: to check if two inflatables can share one generator (as can then cancel one of the ones 

already booked) and what plugs and extension leads they will all need etc. 

-Lighting - it has been booked the same as last time. 

-Action AK: to find out the cancellation policy from Newbury Tools regarding the lights.  

-Action SA: to sort out the light set up etc. 

 

Calendar Review: 

9. Any New Activities Agreed to be Progressed: 

This was not discussed in the interests of time. 

 

10. Date for Next Meeting (after Woolfest, in person at the Rampant Cat):  

This was not discussed in the interests of time, but will be organised via What’s App.  

 


